Policy Update

ICCA Board Meeting
Climate Policy
Congress

**Reconciliation**
- Civilian Climate Corps
- $28 billion for climate-smart conservation

**Growing Climate Solutions Act**
Policy Office Efforts

Advancing Resilient Agriculture: Recommendations to Address Climate Change

- Betsy Bower (CCA), Ceres Solutions Cooperative

Climate Survey

- 656 responses, 36% were CCAs

USDA RFI on Climate Smart Ag
USDA to Offer New Insurance Option for Farmers Who ‘Split-Apply’ Nitrogen

- Post Application Coverage Endorsement (PACE) in certain states for non-irrigated corn
- provide payments for the projected yield lost when producers are unable to apply the in-season nitrogen application
- Rolling out in crop year 2022
Congressional Visits Day

- March 7-8, 2022
CCA Conservationist of the Year Award Nominations Closes September 28

• exceptional conservation advice and results
• customer service
• highly innovative
• conservation leadership